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 The film stars Simran and Vijay, with Goundamani, Sathyan, Thalaivasal Vijay, Hansika Motwani, and Santhanam in
supporting roles. The film is based on the 1973 Bengali film Chattar Kala and the 1978 Telugu film Pelli Chesukundam. The
Tamil remake is heavily inspired by the 1973 American comedy horror film Halloween, particularly the performances of the

actors portraying Michael Myers and Laurie Strode. The film's soundtrack and background score was composed by Harris
Jayaraj and Anirudh Ravichander, respectively. Chandramukhi released on 30 October 2005. Upon release, the film received

mixed reviews from critics, who were divided on whether Vasu's direction was successful or not. However, the film did well at
the box office, and went on to become a blockbuster. It was also dubbed and released in Telugu as Chattamalupi. A Hindi
version, Chandramukhi: The Return of Michael Myers, was made and released in 2006. Plot On a rainy day, three young

women, Meenakshi (Hansika Motwani), Viji (Simran), and Nisha (Shraddha Kapoor), are spending time at a university hostel
when they hear a strange noise. The young women investigate, and stumble on the body of a young woman on the floor. Her

name is Shanti, and she is being dissected by her boyfriend and Shiva (Sathyan), a board of medicine lecturer. Shiva notices that
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Shanti is smiling, despite being dead, and takes out her heart. He eats it, and then casually leaves. Six months later, Shiva goes
missing, and Vishnu (Vijay), the hostel's caretaker, returns to the hostel. Vishnu reveals that he received an anonymous e-mail,
stating that Shiva has died. Vishnu later catches Nisha, who had visited Shiva's apartment with her friend Meenakshi, walking
into a stranger's apartment. Nisha is later seen knocking on Shiva's door, but Shiva does not open it. The next morning, Vishnu
and Meenakshi find the stranger's body, and Vishnu thinks it could be Shiva's. Vishnu sends Meenakshi to Shiva's apartment,

but it is locked. Vishnu, Meenakshi, and Nisha decide to pay a visit to Shiva's flat, and they find a 82157476af
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